Each assignment has a set of children's books that you are to read. The titles are chosen to be representative of the section. These are the lists of children's books. Course assignments and the exam questions are based on these books.

**ASSIGNMENT 2 & 3: Children's Literature: History & Value of Reading -- QUIZ**

- *And To Think That I Saw It On Mulberry Street / Dr. Seuss (Video Available)*
- *A Kiss For Little Bear / Elise Minarik*
- *If You Give A Mouse A Cookie / Laura Numeroff (Video Available)*
- *Millions Of Cats / Wanda Gag (Video Available)*
- *The Snowy Day / Jack Ezra Keats (Video Available)*
- *Where The Wild Things Are / Sendak Look At The Print Version To See the difference is how whitespace is used in picture books*
- *The Adventures Of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend / Dan Santat*
- *Niño Wrestles The World, Illustrated And Written By Yuyi Morales*
- *Knock Knock: My Dad’s Dream For Me” Illustrated By Bryan Collier*
- *My very first Mother Goose/ edited by Iona Opie ; illustrated by RosemaryWells*
- *Goodnight Moon / by Margaret Wise Brown (video available)*
- *Runny Babbit / Shel Silverstein (Read 4-5 poems in this)*
- *Skippyjon Jones / Judy Schachner*

**ASSIGNMENT 6: Children’s Literature: Using Children’s Literature in the Curriculum**

- *I, Too, Am America / Bryan Collier*
- *Our Mother’s House / Patricia Polacco*
- *Any Board Book (search Board books as subject in Walker to see representative titles)*
- *Chicka, Chicka, Boom Boom / Bill Martin (Youtube Video Available)*
- *A Rock Is Lively / Dianna Aston*

**ASSIGNMENT 8: Non Fiction**

- *The Right Word: Roget And His Thesaurus / Jen Bryant*
- *Brown Girl Dreaming / Jacqueline Woodson*
- *Locomotive / Written And Illustrated / Brian Floca*
- *The Mad Potter: George Ohr, Eccentric Genius / JanGreenberg And Sandra Jordan*
- *Traveling Man/ James Rumford*
- *We Are The Ship / Kadir Nelson*
- *Waiting For Wings / Lois Ehler*
- *The Animal Book: A Collection Of The Fastest, Fiercest, Toughest, Cleverest, Shyest--And Most Surprising Animals On Earth / Steve Jenkins*
- *Jake Makes A World: Jacob Lawrence, A Young Artist In Harlem /*

**ASSIGNMENT 9: Picture Books**

- *Mr. Wuffles/ David Wiesner*
- *Any David Wisniewski Book That uses papercutting as the Artistic Medium*
ASSIGNMENT 10: Realistic Fiction (Modern And Historical)
Stella By Starlight / Sharon Draper
Bud, Not Buddy / Christopher Paul Curtis
Wonder / R.J. Palacio
A Rose for Pinkerton / Stephen Kellogg
Birchbark House / Louise Erdrich
Diary Of A Wimpy Kid / Greg Heffley's Journal / Jeff Kinney
The View From Saturday / E.L. Konigsburg
The Crossover / Kwame Alexander
I Lived On Butterfly Hill / Marjorie Agosín

ASSIGNMENTS 11 & 12: Traditional Literature
A Story, A Story / Gail E. Haley (Youtube Video Available)
John Henry / Julius Lester & Jerry Pinkney
One Grain of Rice / Demi
Lon Po Po / Ed Young
Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters / John Steptoe

ASSIGNMENT 13: Modern Fantasy
Wreck Of The Zephyr / Van Allsburg (Video Available)
Rabbit Hill / Robert Lawson
I will surprise my friend! / Mo Willems.
Poppy and Rye / Avi
The True Story Of The Three Little Pigs / Scieszka